
Multiplying and dividing by 10, and rounding
− John and Felicity

Objectives

The relevant framework objectives are:

multiply and divide any positive integer up to 10,000 by 10 or 100 and
understand the effect (key objective);

• 

round a number with one or two decimal places to the nearest integer (key
objective).

• 

Activity description

The pupils in this class did written exercises to check that they could multiply and
divide by 10, and round decimal numbers to the nearest integer.

Commentary

John's piece of work shows that he can multiply and divide by 10. He is not confused
by zeros in the tens column. To develop further within this level, John needs to
demonstrate that he can also multiply and divide integers by 100. To extend into
level 5 he will need to be taught how to multiply and divide decimals by 10, 100 and
1000.

Felicity's work demonstrates that she can round a decimal number to the nearest
whole number. Her next step is to learn how to round to the nearest tenth.

Both pieces of work are typical of performance at level 4 in this aspect of Ma2.
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Items of work

John's work on multiplying and dividing by 10
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Felicity's work on rounding decimal numbers to the nearest integer
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About this entry

Subject: mathematics

Year: 5

Key stage: 2

NC programme of study: Ma2p2c, Ma2p2j

Attainment target: Ma2

Evidence for: level 4

Framework for teaching mathematics − objectives:

Multiply and divide any positive integer up to 10,000 by 10 or 100 and
understand the effect.

• 

Round a number with one or two decimal places to the nearest integer.• 
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